Recently, with new hardware architectures such as Reconfigurable Match Tables and languages such as P4, the Software Defined Networking community has started to bring line-rate data plane programmability inside switching chipsets. Starting from the original OpenFlow's match/action abstraction, most of the work has so far focused on key improvements in matching flexibility. Conversely, the "action part," ie, the set of operations (such as encapsulation or header manipulation) performed on packets after the forwarding decision, has received way less attention. Goal of this paper is to move beyond the idea of "atomic," preimplemented, actions, and rather make them programmable while retaining high speed multi-Gbps operation. To this purpose, we propose a domain-specific HW architecture, called Packet Manipulation Processor (PMP), able to efficiently implement such actions. Both a PMP C++ instruction set simulator and a NetFPGA prototype have been developed. The performances of the PMP have been verified with three nontrivial use cases (tunneling, NAT, and ARP reply generation), showing that also in the worst case the throughput is well above 10 Gbps.
INTRODUCTION

Software-defined networking (SDN)
1 is arguably one among the most influential innovations emerged in the last years. Even if the ideas behind SDN find roots in early works, 2 it is fair to say that the SDN era was launched by the proposal of OpenFlow 3 as a pragmatic and viable platform agnostic interface to the switch hardware. OpenFlow exposes to the network programmer a so-called match/action abstraction. This abstraction consists in the specification of tables comprising {rule, action} pairs; if the rule is matched by the incoming packet, the action associated to the rule is executed. More recently, the need to extend (or even rethink) OpenFlow and make it more flexible and configurable to the programmer's needs has emerged. A hectic research trend has thus started, mainly in the attempt to extend the flexibility of the match "part" of the OpenFlow's match/action abstraction. Works such as POF (Protocol-Oblivious Forwarding) 4 do significantly improve header matching flexibility and programmability, freeing it from any specific structure of the packet header. Reconfigurable Match Tables, introduced in Bosshart et al  5 permit configuring number, size, and sequence of match tables, providing the hardware support for the emerging P4 higher level language. 6 Finally, works such as OpenState 7, 8 (further extended in Bianchi et al 9 to support more general state machines and flow context representations) and FAST 10 explicitly promote matching on per-flow states and perform state transitions and finite state machine execution on the basis of such matches. Quite surprisingly, with perhaps the exception of some features more recently introduced in the ongoing P4 specification, 11 actions have mainly remained "atomic," and very little work has addressed their flexibility. The program-mer can only "select" which action should be associated to the outcome of a match, being such selection restricted to a set of actions (eg, drop, output to port, push/pop VLAN/MPLS tag, etc) preimplemented in the device by the vendor. Conversely, we believe that the ability to flexibly program also the actions is becoming more and more important with the adoption of the SDN paradigm in network middleboxes. In fact, these network elements require to change the content of the packet (eg, for NAT, encapsulation, etc). Furthermore, the ability to program specific packet generation can off-load the SDN controller (eg, the case of Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) reply 12 ) or can be used for network measurements and debug. 13 
Contribution
The main outcome of this paper is the design of a hardware architecture supporting efficient programmability of actions and designed to sustain high-speed line-rate packet modification/generation. Our proposed Packet Manipulation Processor (PMP) is an array of small Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) processors with a specifically devised instruction set able to provide complex packet modification at line rate. In particular, 1 we classify forwarding actions into three main categories: actions that manipulate or insert header fields, actions that forward and dispatch packets, and actions consisting in the forging of new packets triggered by other arriving packets (eg, ARP replies 12 ). This classification permits us to identifies the characteristics that the PMP should satisfy to efficiently execute the forwarding actions; 2 we propose a detailed architecture for the PMP, along with the relevant design choices in terms of memory arrangement and interaction with the SDN switch pipeline; 3 two PMP proof of concept implementations: (a) a publicly available PMP software simulator is provided along with the actual implementation and simulation results of three use cases: IP-in-IP tunnel, NAT, and ARP reply packet generation; (b) a preliminary FPGA implementation of a single PMP core inserted in a reference switch pipeline; 4 A performance analysis that shows (a) the maximum sustainable line rate achievable with the PMP and (b) the performance comparison with a standard MIPS CPU (that shows a x10 improvement factor in case of a real input packet trace).
A limitation of this paper is the need, so far, to rely on a very low level language to program actions: being, in essence, a microprocessor, the PMP is indeed natively programmed in assembly language, as the applications provided in Section 6 will clearly show. Automatically compile PMP code from a higher level language is thus advocated as future work: while this is in principle very simple, in practice optimization is required to reduce performance impairments (more clock cycles) with respect to direct programming using assembly. Actually, P4 appears to be a natural candidate for such higher level description; indeed some P4 primitives are at least in part already related to our work, although P4 (being a language) does not specify how they are supported in HW whereas this paper specifically focuses on such HW support.
Paper structure
The rest of the paper is in structured as follows: in Section 2, an analysis of the possible actions that an SDN switch should perform are presented. In Section 3, we present a reference switch pipeline architecture, while in Section 4, the detailed description of the processor architecture is presented. Section 5 presents the two PMP implementations, and Section 6 show the three use cases along with their performance analysis. In Section 7, a survey of the related work is presented, and in Section 8, the conclusions are provided.
OPENFLOW-TYPE ACTIONS: HW IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
There is a variety of actions that an SDN device should be able to provide. The availability of these actions in the switch permits to off-load the SDN controller from many repetitive tasks that can be directly applied in the data plane. In this section, we identify the typical actions that a switch must be able to perform, and we will focus our attention on the characteristics of these actions that have an impact on the PMP hardware architecture. This analysis will identify the best design choices of an efficient packet manipulation dedicated processor. We identified three kinds of actions that could be useful to directly implement in the switch, since they can be used to perform many tasks in a wide variety of network protocols.
Header field actions
We refer to a first type of actions as header field actions. These actions manipulate the content of packet headers by adding, modifying or removing one of the fields composing the header. Examples of these actions are the ones needed to change the DSCP value, to push an MPLS label, to perform IPinIP encapsulation or de-encapsulation, etc. We remark that such operations usually require a single-byte processing granularity. If we suppose that the packet to be processed is stored in a RAM, changing the value of a field (without shifting the remaining part of the packet) requires to read the old value of the memory word containing the field, modify the field value and rewrite the word in the same memory location. Instead, if we need to add a new header field, a more complex operation is required. In Figure 1A , an example of adding one byte as an additional field in the header of a packet is presented. Figure 1B) shows how the packet is stored in a 32 bit memory slot before and after the insertion of the field.
We remark that, even if only one byte is added to the packet, the number of basic memory operations (namely, read and write) that must be performed is proportional to the packet length, since the whole packet payload must be shifted to create room for the new header. Moreover, since the new header size is most likely not a multiple of the memory word size, the operation to perform on the memory are not aligned. The performance implication of unaligned memory accesses heavily depends on the specific microprocessor architecture. Many microprocessors are able to perform unaligned memory accesses transparently, but there is usually a significant performance cost. Instead, other microprocessor architectures are not capable of unaligned memory accesses, and these accesses must be managed at software level, performing several shift-and-mask operations on the data to read/write. Therefore, it is important to choose a microprocessor architecture that is able to efficiently perform unaligned memory accesses without performance degradation.
Such type of actions can use values coming from different sources. For example, in case of the DSCP field, the value is extracted form the packet itself. Instead, if the action will perform the NAT of a packet, the value to change are stored in one of the MAT of the switch pipeline. Finally, the value can also come from generic switch status registers (such as example to select the output port depending on which ones are failed) or from global variables that the PMP store in the data memory. Therefore, our proposed PMP must be able to read/write data from the following elements:
1. The data memory, that is, the memory that is used to store the packets to manipulate. The same memory can be also used to store some global variables used by the PMP microprograms. This memory is the one with the most bandwidth pressure and require a careful design to maximize the throughput. 2. A set of internal registers. These registers maintain temporary information. Examples of the information stored in these registers are the pointer to the next data to read, the value of a field to be changed in the packet, and an intermediate value of a complex operation.
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The add_field operation 3. The value of the global status registers of the switch. Examples of the information store in these registers are the status of the input/output ports and some global counters/meters, etc. 4. The fields extracted from the packet header. These data can be used as parameter for the action to apply to the packets. Examples of the use of this information are the updating of DSCP value or the parameters to respond to an ARP query. We remark that the same information are also present in the data memory, since they are part of the packet. But, since the extraction operation can be time-consuming, and is already performed to select the keys for the MATs, it is better to reuse the same information, instead of recreate them another time. 5. The outputs of the tables of the processing pipeline. These outputs are the key information of the packet processing pipeline and are used to select the action to apply and the parameters to configure the actions. Examples of the information gathered by this source are the MAC destination address in case of L2 switching, the SRC IP and ports in case of a NAT operation, and the DST IP in case of routing.
Dispatching actions
The second type of actions, that we refer to as dispatching actions are those related to the moving of the packet in different stages of the processing pipeline and on different output ports of the switch itself. These type of actions require copying or moving the entire content of the packet without modifying the packet content. We can see these operations as a set of read/write from/to the memory in which the packet is stored, to another that can be an I/O memory mapped location (eg, an output port) or another location inside the buffer memory (eg, to implement the P4 clone() operation). From a hardware implementation point of view, such type of operations is easily managed using standard instructions for memory access. However, in order to maximize the performances of these instructions, it is important to underline the following elements:
1. the bandwidth of the memory read/write operation is directly related to the memory data-width and 2. the use of specific instructions that move data from one memory address to another memory address can increase the throughput. This is in contrast with the typical load/store register/memory access of RISC processors, in which the data movement operations require two instructions, one to load the data from the memory to a register, the other to store the data from the register to the new memory location. The implementation of memory to memory operations require dual port (DP) memories, in which one port is used to read data from the memory and the other port is used to write the data in the new memory location. The use of DP memories can also benefit the actions that push/pop a header in the packet.
Packet generation actions
Finally, the third type of actions we considered are called packet generation actions. While these actions are not common in the current generation switch, they could open many interesting possibility in the evolution of SDN. One application of the in-switch packet generation is to provide low latency response to several types of queries coming from different protocols (eg, ARP reply, heartbeat packets, etc). Another possible application is the use of the switch to perform network analysis, configuring the switch as a packet generator and monitoring the response of the network to the generated packets. The in-switch packet generation relies on the use of predefined packet templates that are stored by the controller in specific memory location. The actual packet to send outside the switch is forged copying the data coming from the template, with suitable modification of some packet headers/data. The fields to modify are defined by the PMP microprogram and are similar to the field level actions. Indeed, we can see this type of actions as a combination of the first two actions, since the forging of a packet requires to clone the content of a template applying suitable modification to specific parts of the packet. Figure 2 shows the memory corresponding to the initial template and of the actual packet to deliver.
F2
In Section 4, the insights described in this section will be used to design the PMP architecture.
SWITCH PIPELINE ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we describe our reference switch pipeline architecture (depicted in Figure 3 ). While, in principle, it may seem appealing to have a sort of CPU-like "forward processor," we believe that the three steps of the "match/action" abstraction (parsing, matching, and action execution) are extremely different, and therefore using the same HW (a CPU) to perform these three steps is not an optimal solution. In particular, we believe that the use of specific HW solutions for the first two steps is the best choice. For the first step, we remark that a programmable HW parser can provide both a high level of flexibility and a throughput higher than any processor-based competitor and require only 2% of die area of a switch chip. 14 The header fields extracted by the parser will be available to the PMP battery envisioned at the end of the switch pipeline.
The second step is for sure the most demanding, both in terms of processing requirements and memory footprint. The use of multiple tables further exacerbate this aspect, making mandatory the choice of a hardware-based implementation of multiple MATs. The recent proposals of Reconfigurable Match Tables, 5 as well as the introduction of next generation network chips such as the Intel Flexpipe, 15 proves that an architecture composed by several configurable Ternary Content Adressable Memories (TCAMs) and hash tables can sustain the processing requirements of multiple SDN match operations. Current available TCAMs have significantly higher performance than CPUs executing algorithm based search, except for few specific use cases (such as for example in longest prefix match 16 ). Even if TCAMs have several drawbacks (like high power consumption, limited scalability, and high cost), the research effort is continuously improving the TCAM performance by using the traditional CMOS technology (see, eg, 17 for reducing power consumption or 18 for area efficiency) and novel manufacturing technologies based on resistive or magnetic devices are exploited. 19, 20 Therefore, we propose that only the third step is executed by a CPU-like packet manipulation processor. This design choice results in the following advantages:
1. The instruction set architecture should realize a very specific, homogeneous, and small set of operations. Many of these operations are devoted to memory and I/O data movement. The remaining operations are the typical operation used in a microprocessor, such as the basic logic and arithmetic operation and the standard control flow operation (jumps and conditional branches); 2. The PMP memory hierarchy can be greatly simplified: While the match operation require a CPU with a complex memory hierarchy, the action operations can be efficiently executed by a processor with a flat and easy to realize memory architecture. In fact, the implementation of large hash tables (that can also reach the size of some MB) using a CPU requires a complex memory hierarchy (with several levels of cache, a specific trade-off between the size of each memory level and the memory latency, etc). Instead, the memory required to operate on the packet can be estimated as few KB of code and few KB of data (the processing element should store few packets), thus requiring a flat memory hierarchy. This aspect is somewhat similar to scratchpad memories used in embedded systems, 21 in which instead of implementing complex cache hierarchies, a small and extremely efficient on-chip memory can be used to store the most used data; 3. The proposed architecture permits to define an efficient interface with the rest of the network chip able to gather the information collected by the first two steps of the "match/action" abstraction and manage the movement of the packets in the processing pipeline.
The PMP actions are therefore defined as a sequence of instructions executed by the PMP. We can see this sequence as a microprogram run by the proposed processor. This microprogram will be usually as small as to be stored in a fast RAM and will have several restrictions to guarantee the worst case time. In particular, PMP is not designed to execute complex control flow instructions such as routine calls. When the MAT selects an operation to be executed, it sends to the PMP the memory address in which the corresponding microprogram is stored and launch its execution on the PMP.
Our reference switch architecture, depicted in Figure 3 , consists of the following main blocks:
1. An input arbiter that collects the packets coming from the switch input ports: 2. A programmable parser: this block takes as input the packet, identifies its protocol stack a set of packet related data that will be referenced in the subsequent pipeline components (for example, the packet fields composing the flow keys indexing the MAT). The hardware architecture of this block should follow the programmable parser architecture described in Gibb et al. 14 Note that, while the chain of MATs will mainly use the value extracted from the field, the PMP processor requires the knowledge of the offset at which these values are stored, as the field value are already present in the packet and can be easily read by the PMP; 3. An ingress MAT pipeline: the header field and the packet metadata (eg, the switch input port, the time stamp, etc) are sent to a chain of tables to select which actions must be applied to the packet. Depending on the match operation (exact match, longest prefix match, and generic wildcard match), the table can be realized using hash tables, algorithmic LPM search, 16 or a generic TCAM. The output of each table is used both to decide the set of actions, the next table to match and some additional inputs (metadata) for the subsequent MATs. We remark that the subdivision in MATs is defined from a logic point of view, since the same hardware can be used to perform several matches using the same memory; 4. a packet delay queue that store the content of the packet; 5. an egress MATs pipeline; 6. a PMP array: the packet manipulation processor array collects the set of actions to perform and uses the information extracted from the ingress/egress MATs and the packet parser. Each array element is connected to one or more output ports. Virtual output ports provide some feedback loops to implement the packet cloning functions such as (clone and resubmit).
PMP ARCHITECTURE
In this section, the architectural description of PMP and the supported instruction set are described. The overall processor architecture is presented in Figure 4 . The architecture is an element of the PMP array depicted in Figure 3 . All packet traversing the switch pipeline are dispatched to the PMP queues, which in turn are connected to one of the CPUs composing the PMP array. Similarly, each single processor is connected to one or more output ports. The packet
FIGURE 4
Single Packet Manipulation Processor (PMP) element dispatching to the different PMP array processors is performed within the matching stage, in which the output port for each processed packet is decided.
The architecture of the single CPU composing the PMP array is based on the Harvard architecture in which data and instruction memory are separated. 22 The single PMP CPU design is based on a simplified five pipeline stage MIPS architecture. 23 In this architecture, the CPU pipeline consists of the following operational stages: the Instruction Fetch (IF) stage responsible for reading the instructions from the CPU memory; the Instruction Decode (ID) stage that parse the instruction byte code and select the instruction to execute; the execution unit (EX) in which the arithmetic logic unit (ALU) executes the selected instruction; the memory stage (MEM) responsible for reading/writing data from the data memory; and the write-back (WB) stage in which the registers are updated. In the following, we focus on the PMP elements that differ from a standard RISC architecture leaving aside the description of standard RISC elements (instruction memory and register file).
Packet information/metadata memory
This 128 bit-wide memory collects the data coming from the switch pipeline, namely, the header fields value, the corresponding packet offsets coming from the programmable parser and the metadata provided by the MATs stages. This information will be used by the PMP to manipulate the packet accordingly to the microprogram in execution.
Data memory and queues
The data memory is the critical part of the PMP architecture. The memory should be able to provide both unaligned and aligned data movements, so to minimize the number of clock cycles needed to perform load (memory to register), store (register to memory) and move (memory to memory) operations. In Figure 5 , the PMP data memory architecture is reported.
This memory stores the packet processed by the PMP CPUs and consists of 16 eight-bits DP memories. A DP memory is able to concurrently read a data (selected by the ADDR_A address bus) and write another data in another memory location (selected by the ADDR_B address bus). The DP memories are connected using an interconnection matrix that provides one clock cycle data movement. The control logic takes as input the read address RD_ADDR, the write address WR_ADDR, and translate them in the internal ADDR_A/ADDR_B addresses for the DP RAMs. In particular, the four
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Packet Manipulation Processor data memory architecture least significant address bits of RD_ADDR and WR_ADDR are used to select which DP memory contains the addressed data. Depending on the alignment of the RD_ADDR and WR_ADDR addresses, the control logic and the interconnection matrix selects the memory output data (the Dout signals) and connect them with the corresponding input data.
For example, in case of a 128-bits aligned data movement (eg, RD_ADDR=0 and WR_ADDR=16), each Dout bus is connected to the Din bus of the same memory block, so each byte of the 128 word is copied in another address (ie, is copied from address ADDR_A=0 to ADDR_B=1) of the same memory block. Instead, the copy of an unaligned 128-bits data requires to move the data from a memory block to another. For example, moving the data from RD_ADDR=0 to WR_ADDR=1 require to shift all the Dout buses from the i − th memory block to the i + 1 − th memory block, leaving the same value of ADDR_A and ADDR_B. An exception exists for the 15 − th memory block, for which the Dout bus is connected to the Din bus of the 0 − th memory block, and the ADDR_B of this block is set to ADDR_A+1.
We remark that the control logic also permits data movement from/to the PMP registers not only limited to 128-bit words but also 8-, 16-, 32-, and 64-bit words by using suitable enable signals (not shown in figure to keep the graphical representation compact). This data movement can be realized using aligned or unaligned addresses. While the RD_ADDR is privately held by the PMP, the WR_ADDR is shared between the PMP and the control logic block that writes the packet data coming from the switch pipeline. In particular, when the PMP does not write on the data memory, the control block fetches the data from the switch pipeline. The memory space allocated for the queue can be dimensioned in order to exclude a portion of the memory packet storing. This memory space can be used to maintain persistent information or to store predefined packet templates to use for packet generation.
Finally, we designed the PMP architecture to manage the output ports connected to the PMP as specific memory locations in which the data can be written (using the 128-bits data bus).
Arithmetic logic unit
The PMP has a basic Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) that executes arithmetic and bitwise logical operations. Depending on the selected OPCODE, the ALU performs bitwise AND, OR, XOR, NOT logical operations, arithmetic operations such as Addition, Subtraction, etc, and logical shift/rotate operations. The two input operands of the ALU are taken from the register file or is an immediate value taken from the instruction to execute, and the output of the selected ALU operation is stored in the register file. We remark that, differently from the MOV instructions, ALU operations cannot directly operate on data memories but only register to register operations are allowed. This choice is due to performance reasons, since a path going from/to the memory thru the ALU should negatively affect the maximum operating frequency of the PMP.
The ALU also contains a standard set of status flag registers (Carry, Zero, Negative, Overflow) that are set by the result of the ALU operation. These flags can be used in the subsequent ALU operations or for controlling conditional branching.
Instruction set
The complete PMP instruction set is reported in Table 1 . The subset of the ALU operations (logic, arithmetic, shift, and compare) is a typical set of RISC instructions. These instructions use two operands taken from the register file or one operand taken from the register file and an immediate operand encoded in the instruction.
The control flow operations is minimal and performs the basic control flow tasks. The main difference of the PMP from a minimal RISC processor is the support for movement instructions. The PMP can operate using both register to memory operations (the typical load and store instructions of the RISC architecture) and memory to memory operations. Data movements from/to memory can be performed over different data width spaces. In particular, load/store instructions can move 1, 2, and 4 bytes and mov instruction can move 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16 bytes. A specific set of "output" operations are used to move the data in the PMP queue to the physical or virtual output ports. These ports are identified by the destination register of the out instruction. Instructions movl (move loop) and outl (out loop) are able to perform data bulk movement with a throughput of 16 bytes for clock cycle. It is worth to notice that a standard RISC architecture could require three or four clock cycles for the loop execution.
P4 action translation
In this section, we present a feasibility analysis of the PMP ability of executing the P4 action primitives. It is worth to notice that we do not developed a compiler from P4 actions to PMP instructions (this compiler should probably truncate copy N bytes of the packet stored in the PMP memory queue to the output port resubmit the packet stored in the PMP memory queue is moved to the ingress virtual port recirculate the packet stored in the PMP memory queue is moved to the egress virtual port clone_ingress_pkt_to_ingress the packet stored in the PMP memory queue is copied to the ingress virtual port clone_egress_pkt_to_ingress the packet stored in the PMP memory queue is processed and copied to the ingress virtual port clone_ingress_pkt_to_egress the packet stored in the PMP memory queue is copied to the egress virtual port clone_egress_pkt_to_egress the packet stored in the PMP memory queue is processed and copied to the egress virtual port generate_digest This primitive action is defined in P4 to provide a generic mechanism to send data to an external receiver that performs specific processing a portion of the packet. This receiver can be anything from a fixed function piece of hardware to a control-plane function. The PMP can support this primitive in two ways:
1) directly applying the algorithm to the specified packet portion or 2) sending out the packet using the specific virtual port for the control plane.
leverage on a C compiler as an intermediate step), but we only limit to show that the PMP is able to execute all the P4 action primitives defined in the language. For sake of concreteness, in Table 2 , we reported the set of P4 primitive actions taken from the P4 Language Specification Version 1.1.0 11 and discussed how they can be converted into PMP instructions.
The table is divided in two sections for the two action types identified in Section 4. The first type of actions refer to the header and field manipulation actions. The second type of actions dispatch the packet to virtual or physical ports. We considered generate_digest and truncate as dispatching actions since they require to process the packet payload or the entire packet. Note that P4 does not support in switch packet generation primitives. To better understand how P4 actions are mapped into PMP routines, we selected a subset of the action and reported in Section 6 the corresponding assembly code.
PMP IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, first, we describe a C++ based simulator implemented to identify and asses the best minimal instruction set and to gain insight on the performance improvement of the PMP architecture. Second, we describe a preliminary FPGA prototype of a PMP core and its integration within the reference switch pipeline. The aim of the FPGA prototype is to understand the hardware feasibility of the PMP architecture and to evaluate the logic resources cost overhead with respect to the reference switch pipeline. Finally, we discuss the cost and performance achievable using an ASIC technology. SW simulator. CPU Instruction Set Simulators are widely used in the computer architecture research community (see, eg, Burger et al 24 ) to simulate the performance achievable with a specific microprocessor architecture. The PMP simulator has been implemented as an extension of a simple and compact publicly available MIPS CPU simulator 25 and provide full support for the PMP instruction set described in this paper. The PMP simulator consists of three components:
1. a microprogram assembler that takes an assembly PMP microprogram and generates the PMP binary executable.
This component has been extended in terms of its syntax and semantic in order to parse the new PMP assembly instructions; 2. a microprogram Instruction Set Simulator that takes as input the PMP microprogram byte code and performs the packet actions described in the PMP binary executable. This module has been extended to support the execution of the newly introduced PMP instructions; 3. a PMP packet interface module responsible for (a) taking PCAP traces as input and writes a set of packet metadata in the data segment of the PMP microprogram (field values and offsets for Ethernet, IP, and transport layer headers) and (b) writing in an output PCAP trace the packet processed by the PMP and dispatched to the output queue.
The PMP simulator is able to reproduce the CPU cycles accurately and permits to measure the number of clock cycles needed to execute a PMP microprogram. From this, we were able to understand useful information without the need of a detailed hardware design, like the estimation the throughput achievable by the 1 GHz, five-pipeline stage PMP.
The PMP source code, the assembly code of the use cases described in the following subsections, and a simple guide to generate the PMP executable and execute the simulations are available at the PMP project public repository. 26 The PMP hardware prototype has been implemented on the NetFPGA SUME, 27 a x8 Gen3 PCIe adapter card incorporating a Xilinx Virtex-7 690T FPGA, four SFP+ transceivers providing four 10GbE links, three 72 Mbits QDR II SRAM, and two 4GB DDR3 memories. The FPGA is clocked at 156.25 MHz, with a 64 bits data path from the Ethernet ports, corresponding to 10 Gbps per port.
First, we synthesized a standard MIPS and a single PMP with the specific instructions described in Section 4. The comparison of the two implementations in terms of number of resources (Slice LUTs) is reported in Table 3 ).
As expected, the PMP implementation requires less logic resources since we removed the multiplier and divided that are available in the standard MIPS architecture. Then, we have integrated a PMP array at the end of a pipeline of two OpenState stages 8 that correspond to a pipeline of two MAT stages of the reference architecture described in Section 3. For each output port, a PMP core has been instantiated. Table 4 reports the logic and memory resources (in terms of absolute numbers and fraction of available FPGA resources) used by the reference switch FPGA implementation without the PMPs and compare these results with those obtained when the PMPs are added. As expected, the PMP array uses a small fraction of the total area (the increase with respect the switch without the four PMP cores is 3% of the FPGA resources). ASIC viability. To estimate the feasibility of our proposed architecture when implemented using a last generation ASIC technology (eg, a process node of 22 nm), we consider a PMP array deployed in a 64 ports × 10 Gb/s programmable switch. This is similar to the Intel FlexPipe FM6000 ASIC chip 15 as well as to the switch described in Bosshart et al. 5 Supposing a PMP operating frequency of 1 GHz we can suppose a simple configuration with one PMP element for each output port. Therefore, we need 64 PMP elements for the whole switch chip, and each PMP must provide a minimum throughput of 10 Gbps to operate at line rate without packet loss. We can estimate the area cost of a PMP element around 20 K equivalent NAND gates. * Also the memory blocks are extremely small, since the register file only requires 512 bits of memory, and the data and instruction memories are in the order of few KBs. Even if with a pessimistic assumption of 20 K equivalent NAND gates also for these memories, the overall area of the PMP array is around 2.5 M gates. Considering that the overall area of a switch chip is in the order of 10 8 , the area of the PMP array is less than 2.5%. This estimation is inline with the overhead estimated for the FPGA implementation.
USE CASES AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we first introduce some simple examples of PMP routines able to execute P4 action primitives and after we present the three complete application use cases. The P4 actions are used to introduce the features of the PMP while the use cases were used to test the functionalities and the performance of the PMP and its comparison with the performance achievable with a standard MIPS architecture.
Implementation of P4 actions
To introduce the reader to the way in which PMP routines are implemented, we start from some simple examples that implements the P4 actions presented in Table 2 . The first code example is presented in Figure 6 .
Two P4 actions are taken into account, namely, the push and the modify_field primitives.
The assembly program consists of two parts. The first part is the actual code to be executed (the text section), while the second part is the data section where the memory locations of the data used by the program are defined. The code segment have some labels that correspond to the function entry point. In the specific case, the two entry points correspond to the P4 actions that the PMP can execute. Depending on the match output of the pipeline, one of the entry point is selected, and the corresponding action is executed.
Instead, the data section defines the memory location in which the program will retrieve the internal memory, the packet memory (where the packet payload is stored), and the information provided by the switch pipeline to the PMP. In particular, the data section defines 2KB for the incoming packet, 2KB for the metadata information, and 2KB for the internal program data. In the specific case, the metadata are the count parameter of the push primitive and the dest, value, mask parameters of the modify_field primitive.
The push primitive takes an array of bytes, representing the headers of the packet and moves the data contained into the array down of count bytes, making space for new elements. This primitive is realized moving the memory data stored in the data segment using the memory loop instruction. Instead, the modify_field primitive updates the field defined by the dest parameter using a masked value. The dest and value parameters are taken from the pipeline while the mask parameter in this example is specified as a constant and therefore is stored in the internal data section.
Use cases description
In the remainder of this section, the following three application use cases are described: (1) Network Address and Port Translation (NAPT); (2) ARP reply; (3) IPinIP packet encapsulation.
It is worth noting that these examples could have been expressed in terms of higher level language action primitives. A direct mapping between these primitives and the corresponding sequence of assembly instructions could have been sufficient to provide a working program. However, such direct mapping provides a nonoptimized assembly code. For example, consecutive action primitives could access to the same memory location, or to contiguous memory locations. These accesses could be performed as a single memory access. The optimization of the code directly derived from the action primitives requires an optimization algorithm almost identical to the back-end optimization phase of a C/C++ compiler. Since we target this optimization as a future work, now, we preferred to develop the use cases directly in assembler. This allowed us to better estimate the minimum number of clock cycles required by each application (and the relative throughput against the input packet length).
*ASIC engineers usually use the number of NAND2 equivalent gates to abstract from the manufacturing process node. 
Network address and port translation
A NAPT application requires the following packet header field translation: (1) the source IP and transport port for packets coming from the internal network, as in the case, for example, of dynamic NAT from a masqueraded LAN; (2) the destination IP address and transport port of packets coming from external networks, as in case the case, for example, of static port forwarding. The actual choice of the specific NAT transformation is driven by the first two switch pipeline stages and in particular by the rules inserted by an external SDN controller.
In either cases, the switch retrieves from a NAT binding table (that is implemented in one of the available MAT stages), the value of the (IP, port) pair and the makes it available to the PMP processor. The task of allocating a new entry in the NAT binding table for each new connection is again delegated to an external SDN controller. In particular, when the first TCP/UDP packet of a flow coming from the private network arrives, it triggers the activation of the SDN controller. For example, in case of dynamic NAT, the controller decides the association between the private (IP, port) pair and the public (IP, port) pair and inserts this new entry in the NAT binding table.
From this point, the pipeline stages provide to the PMP which substitution must be performed (ie, which function must be executed) and which data must be inserted in the packets. The PMP executes one of the functions presented in Figure 7 and send the packet to the output port attached to the PMP. The SendIN() function is used to translate the packet from the external to the internal network. Due to the limited space available in this paper, the NAPT microprogram does not show the SendOUT() function (makes the translation in the opposite direction) and only refer to UDP packet translation (TCP NAT operations would require a different code for the transport layer checksum re-computation).
The code rewrites the ethernet header, recompute the checksum, overwrites the SRC IP address (src_ip) and UDP source port (src_port), and finally copies the packet payload to the output port. The data section contains the metadata coming from the pipeline (pkt_len, src_ip, src_port).
The throughput achievable for this application depends on the average packet length. The worst case corresponds to minimum size packet, that is the 64 byte minimum Ethernet frame, corresponding to four words of 128-bits. For this minimum size packet, the code is executed in 44 clock cycles, providing a minimum throughput of around 11.6 Gb/s. The maximum throughput achievable occurs when all the packets has the maximum length. Supposing an MTU of 1500 bytes, the code is executed in 133 clock cycles per packet, corresponding to a throughput of 90,2 Gb/s. 
ARP reply generation
The ARP reply use case is useful to show how the PMP can generate a new packet starting from the information gathered from an incoming packet (the ARP request packet) and from the MATs stages of the switch pipeline. The snippet of the ARP reply code is shown in Figure 8 . † The code is executed each time the switch pipeline identifies an ARP request. The parser of the switch pipeline extracts the requested IP and a MAT stage provides the MAC associated to the requested IP. The target MAC and IP and the sender IP are provided to the PMP as the variable parts of the ARP reply packet. Instead, The constant information of the ARP reply packet, (namely, the source MAC of the responder, Ethernet type, HW and protocol type and size, ARP opcode, and sender MAC) are stored in the .data section from the address labeled sender_mac. The ARPreply code is always executed in 18 clock cycles, which correspond to a throughput for this application of around 28.4 Gb/s considering the minimum size packet of 64 bytes. 
IPinIP encapsulation
IP in IP is an IP tunneling mechanism that encapsulates one IP packet in another IP packet payload. The application described in this section inserts an outer header in the packet, adding a new source and destination IP addresses (the tunnel endpoints). The inner packet is unmodified (except the TTL field, which is decremented). If the packet size is greater than the link MTU, the packet is fragmented, following the procedure described in RFC 791. The code snippet of the IPinIP application is shown in Figure 9 .
We selected this encapsulation to show the versatility of the PMP processor. The tunneling requires several operations: updating the TTL fields, recomputing the checksum of the inner and outer IP packets, managing the fragmentation, etc. The proposed code covers the real tunneling mechanism, considering all the options that can occur in the IPinIP encapsulation approach.
The code first checks if the packet must be fragmented. If the packet size is less than the MTU, the routine encapsulates the incoming packet in an outer IP packet. The PMP builds the header fields of the outer IP pack et also using the information extracted from the inner packets. In particular, the routine gathers from the inner packet the total packet length, the TOS and the "don't fragment flag." After, the routine recomputes the IP checksum and writes the composed header to the output port. Finally, it decrements the TTL of the inner packet, updates the inner IP header checksum, and copies the packet content to the output port. Instead, if the packet size exceeds the MTU, the PMP jumps to the fragment procedure. This procedure, not shown for sake of brevity, is a loop that execute a sequence of instructions similar to the one described for the unfragmented IP packets.
Also in this application, the worst case occurs with the minimum size packet (four words of 128 bits). For this minimum size packet, the code is executed in 42 clock cycles, providing a minimum throughput of 12.2 Gb/s.
We remark that the packet exceeding the MTU, that must be fragmented by the PMP requires a more complex execution, but the actual throughput is much less demanding, since the execution cost is mitigated by the great amount of data transferred by PMP.
Performance comparison with standard MIPS
To confirm the advantages of our proposed architecture we implemented the micro programs described in the previous sections also using only the standard MIPS instruction set. In Table 5 , we report the number of clock cycles and the throughput achievable with a standard MIPS and with PMP. The evaluations for the NATP and IPinIP use cases consider a real packet trace of 30 seconds captured at our campus network (the traces has 83k IP packets with average length of 375 bytes and 6523 unique socket five-tuple) and a synthetic trace of minimum size packets (64 bytes). The ARP use case is independent from the input packet size as the generated ARP replies have a fixed length of 28 bytes and therefore the throughput for average packet size is not reported. The table clearly shows the advantage of the PMP instruction set with respect to the standard MIPS. The improvement is around 3x for the minimum packet size and close to 10x for a real trace.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we present an overview of the related work, organized in three categories. First, we present some recent works that propose domain-specific language for SDN and discuss the interaction with the proposed PMP architecture. Then, we present work that could exploit the flexibility of the PMP to add new features to the switch. Finally, we give an overview of other programmable hardware architectures and compare them with our proposed architecture. Domain Specific Languages. The mostly influential papers in the field of DSL for programming packet processing are P4 6 and POF (Protocol-Oblivious Forwarding). 4 Both these languages allow defining the protocol parsing graph and heavily exploit the MAT stages to select the actions to apply to the packets. As previously discussed, the PMP has been designed exactly to implement the set of P4 primitives and the POF Forwarding Instruction Set. All the primitives defined in P4 and the Forwarding Instruction Set defined in POF are easily implementable using the PMP architecture. Thus, our proposal is extremely useful to implement a line rate programmable switch that fully support the action set required by the above mentioned DSLs. In fact, it is possible to directly write the P4/POF instructions as PMP functions.
Application frameworks. OpenFlow 28 specifies some simple, very specific actions, such as push/pop of specific labels (VLAN, MPLS, and PBB), copy or decrement TTL, or set a specific value to a packet field. Implementing these actions on PMP is straightforward.
A method to generate packets is proposed in Bifulco et al, 12 which proposes a framework to specify how a switch can generate packets directly in the SDN switch, avoiding communication exchange with an SDN controller. A compiler could easily provide the translation from the InSPired representation to an executable for PMP.
Jeyakumar et al 29 propose to insert directly in the packet very small programs that can be executed by the switch during the travel of a packet in a network. The actions proposed in Jeyakumar et al 29 can be easily realized by PMP. In particular, the idea of data exchange between network devices injecting data into the packets in a space called "Packet Memory" can be directly managed by PMP using the data memory/queues.
Competitor architectures. One option for design programmable switches is based on software architectures running on general purpose CPU or on GPU. Examples of this approach are RouteBricks, 30 PacketShader, 31 and CuckooSwitch. 32 This choice has a great flexibility but also imply several limitations. The most important ones are the limited throughput, the switch latency, and the jitter.
Another option is the use of specific network processor units such as the Cisco QuantumFlow 33 or the EZchip NP-5.
34
These architectures have higher throughput than the one based on generic CPU/GPU but are more complex to program. Moreover, they rely on a complex memory hierarchy and interconnection, that is absent in our proposed PMP architecture. Finally, even if network processor units can be equipped with internal/external TCAM, the processor dominates all the steps of the packet processing. Instead, the PMP follows a pure ASIC switch pipeline for protocol parsing and decision-making steps and rely on the software execution only for packet modification. Also FPGAs have serious limitations. In particular, the hard programming model based on hardware description languages, ‡ the limited memory amount, the absence of efficient wildcard matching structures like TCAM, and the excessive cost of these devices.
Finally, several data plane forwarding architectures such as Reconfigurable Match Tables  5 or Flexpipe  15 apply the action to the packet using a chain of use a chain of elementary blocks. Our PMP can be used to substitute these chains, or in parallel to the action chain to enhance action flexibility of these programmable switches.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we discuss how to extend the SDN programmability providing software defined actions. First, we identify the type of actions that are useful for network programmability, after we selected a specific instruction set of a RISC microprocessor to maximize its performance with respect to the expected set of packet manipulation functions. The details of a hardware architecture that exploit the specific instruction set has been shown. Finally, a set of use cases has been proposed to show the effectiveness of the proposed architecture. Possible future works include: (1) the design, implementation, and synthesis of a HW FPGA prototype of the PMP CPU array; (2) the design and implementation of a higher level language compiler; and (3) the integration of the PMP SW implementation within existing SDN SW switches (openflow, P4).
